
OTP UNDERTAKING 
 

1. LC Murabaha with Agency: 

This is in relation to the Order to Purchase (OTP) under LC Murabaha with agency as requested by 

Me/Us through the Application (as defined under the General Trade Terms and Conditions) and as 

per such terms defined under the Master Murabaha Agreement for the Sale of Goods (Documentary 

Credit with Agency Arrangement), hereinafter referred to as the (the “Master Agreement”) which I/we 

on or about the date hereof will submit to Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank PJSC hereinafter referred to as 

(the “Bank/ADIB” or “You/Your”) and deliver it through the Application, at my/our request (the 

“Customer” or “I/We” or “Me/Us”), accordingly, I/we hereby agree as follows; 

1. I/we refer to the above Master Agreement (expressions defined herein have the same 

meanings when used herein). 

 

2. I/we hereby notify you pursuant to Clause 4.1 of the Master Agreement that we wish to 

purchase Goods in accordance with the attached Documentary Credit Opening Notice and 

proforma invoice uploaded in the Application in the Image(s) Maintain section therein and any 

other details as provided by Me/Us through the Order to Purchase section of the Application.  

 
3. If You wish to proceed, kindly conclude the purchase and acquire possession (physically or 

constructively) of the Goods from the Supplier on Your own behalf and send us your Offer 

Notice in accordance with Clause 4.3 of the Master Agreement. 

 
4. When you acquire the Goods and they are in Your possession, I/we will immediately 

purchase them from You.  

 
5. You are hereby authorized to debit the amount as mentioned in the Application or the facility 

offer letter (FOL) from you or as agreed between us (as the case may be) from the account 

mentioned therein as a deposit (on the understanding that it will be deducted from the Cost 

Price and will not be calculated in the Murabaha Profit).  

 
6. In case of Goods to be delivered by land, I/we undertake to inform You upon receipt of the 

Goods by us so that You will arrange an inspection of the Goods by your representative(s) or 

by an inspection agency appointed by You. I/We further undertake that I/we shall not 

consume or utilize the Goods before the execution of the inspection and concluding of the 

Murabaha Contract. 

 

2. LC Murabaha without Agency: 

This is in relation to the Order to Purchase (OTP) under LC Murabaha without agency, as requested 

by Me/Us through the Application (as defined under the General Trade Terms and Conditions) and as 

per such terms defined under the Master Murabaha Agreement for the Sale of Goods (Documentary 

Credit Arrangement), hereinafter referred to as the (the “Master Agreement”) which I/we on or about 

the date hereof will submit to Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank PJSC hereinafter referred to as (the 

“Bank/ADIB” or “You/Your”) and deliver it through the Application, at my/our request (the “Customer” 

or “I/We” or “Me/Us”), accordingly, I/we hereby agree as follows; 

1. I/we refer to the above Master Agreement (expressions defined herein have the same 

meanings when used herein). 

 



2. I/we hereby notify you pursuant to Clause 4.1 of the Master Agreement that we wish to 

purchase Goods in accordance with the attached Documentary Credit Opening Notice and 

proforma invoice uploaded in the Application in the Image(s) Maintain section therein and any 

other details as provided by Me/Us through the Order to Purchase section of the Application.  

 
3. If You wish to proceed, kindly conclude the purchase and acquire possession (physically or 

constructively) of the Goods from the Supplier on Your own behalf and send us your Offer 

Notice in accordance with Clause 4.3 of the Master Agreement. 

 
4. When you acquire the Goods and they are in Your possession, I/we will immediately 

purchase them from You.  

 
5. You are hereby authorized to debit the amount as mentioned in the Application or the facility 

offer letter (FOL) from you or as agreed between us (as the case may be) from the account 

mentioned therein as a deposit (on the understanding that it will be deducted from the Cost 

Price and will not be calculated in the Murabaha Profit).  

 
6. In case of Goods to be delivered by land, I/we undertake to inform You upon receipt of the 

Goods by us so that You will arrange an inspection of the Goods by your representative(s) or 

by an inspection agency appointed by You. I/We further undertake that I/we shall not 

consume or utilize the Goods before the execution of the inspection and concluding of the 

Murabaha Contract. 

 

3. Import Collection Murabaha with Agency: 

This is in relation to the Order to Purchase (OTP) under Import Collection Murabaha with agency, as 

requested by Me/Us through the Application (as defined under the General Trade Terms and 

Conditions) and as per such terms defined under the Master Murabaha Agreement for the Sale of 

Goods (IBC - Agency Arrangement), hereinafter referred to as the (the “Master Agreement”) which 

I/we on or about the date hereof will submit to Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank PJSC hereinafter referred to 

as (the “Bank/ADIB” or “You/Your”) and deliver it through the Application, at my/our request (the 

“Customer” or “I/We” or “Me/Us”), accordingly, I/we hereby agree as follows; 

1. I/we refer to the above Master Agreement (expressions defined herein have the same 

meanings when used herein). 

 

2. I/We hereby notify you pursuant to Clause 4.1 of the Master Agreement that we wish to 

purchase Goods in accordance with the attached proforma invoice uploaded in the 

Application in the Image(s) Maintain section therein and any other details as provided by 

Me/Us through the Order to Purchase section of the Application.  

 
3. If You wish to proceed, kindly conclude the purchase and acquire possession (physically or 

constructively) of the Goods from the Supplier on Your own behalf and send us your Offer 

Notice in accordance with Clause 4.3 of the Master Agreement. 

 
4. When you acquire the Goods and they are in Your possession, I/we will immediately 

purchase them from You.  

 
5. You are hereby authorized to debit the amount as mentioned in the Application or the facility 

offer letter (FOL) from you or as agreed between us (as the case may be) from the account 



mentioned therein as a deposit (if required) (on the understanding that it will be deducted 

from the Cost Price and will not be calculated in the Murabaha Profit).  

 
6. In case of Goods to be delivered by land, I/we undertake to inform You upon receipt of the 

Goods by us so that You will arrange an inspection of the Goods by your representative(s) or 

by an inspection agency appointed by You. I/We further undertake that I/we shall not 

consume or utilize the Goods before the execution of the inspection and concluding of the 

Murabaha Contract. 

 

4. Import Collection Murabaha without Agency: 

This is in relation to the Order to Purchase (OTP) under Import Collection Murabaha without agency, 

as requested by Me/Us through the Application (as defined under the General Trade Terms and 

Conditions) and as per such terms defined under the Master Murabaha Agreement for the Sale of 

Goods (IBC Arrangement), hereinafter referred to as the (the “Master Agreement”) which I/we on or 

about the date hereof will submit to Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank PJSC hereinafter referred to as (the 

“Bank/ADIB” or “You/Your”) and deliver it through the Application, at my/our request (the “Customer” 

or “I/We” or “Me/Us”), accordingly, I/we hereby agree as follows; 

1. I/we refer to the above Master Agreement (expressions defined herein have the same 

meanings when used herein). 

 

2. I/We hereby notify you pursuant to Clause 4.1 of the Master Agreement that we wish to 

purchase Goods in accordance with the attached proforma invoice uploaded in the 

Application in the Image(s) Maintain section therein and any other details as provided by 

Me/Us through the Order to Purchase section of the Application.  

 
3. If You wish to proceed, kindly conclude the purchase and acquire possession (physically or 

constructively) of the Goods from the Supplier on Your own behalf and send us your Offer 

Notice in accordance with Clause 4.3 of the Master Agreement. 

 
4. When you acquire the Goods and they are in Your possession, I/we will immediately 

purchase them from You.  

 
5. You are hereby authorized to debit the amount as mentioned in the Application or the facility 

offer letter (FOL) from you or as agreed between us (as the case may be) from the account 

mentioned therein as a deposit (if required) (on the understanding that it will be deducted 

from the Cost Price and will not be calculated in the Murabaha Profit).  

 
6. In case of Goods to be delivered by land, I/we undertake to inform You upon receipt of the 

Goods by us so that You will arrange an inspection of the Goods by your representative(s) or 

by an inspection agency appointed by You. I/We further undertake that I/we shall not 

consume or utilize the Goods before the execution of the inspection and concluding of the 

Murabaha Contract. 

 


